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Software is one of the most important products in human history and is widely used by all industries and all countries. It is
also one of the most expensive and labor-intensive products in human history. Software also has very poor quality that
has caused many major disasters and wasted many millions of dollars. Software is also the target of frequent and
increasingly serious cyber-attacks. Among the reasons for these software problems is a chronic lack of reliable quantified
data. This reference provides quantified data from many countries and many industries based on about 26,000 projects
developed using a variety of methodologies and team experience levels. The data has been gathered between 1970 and
2017, so interesting historical trends are available. Since current average software productivity and quality results are
suboptimal, this book focuses on "best in class" results and shows not only quantified quality and productivity data from
best-in-class organizations, but also the technology stacks used to achieve best-in-class results. The overall goal of this
book is to encourage the adoption of best-in-class software metrics and best-in-class technology stacks. It does so by
providing current data on average software schedules, effort, costs, and quality for several industries and countries.
Because productivity and quality vary by technology and size, the book presents quantitative results for applications
between 100 function points and 100,000 function points. It shows quality results using defect potential and DRE metrics
because the number one cost driver for software is finding and fixing bugs. The book presents data on cost of quality for
software projects and discusses technical debt, but that metric is not standardized. Finally, the book includes some data
on three years of software maintenance and enhancements as well as some data on total cost of ownership.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Les projets actuels évoluent dans un environnement complexe sujet à des changements rapides et souvent
imprévisibles. Les outils conventionnels de planification et de contrôle d'exécution ne sont efficaces que s'ils sont insérés
dans une nouvelle démarche (Project Management Office) prenant en compte ces aspects dynamiques et privilégiant la
nécessité d'innover pour réussir. Basé sur des modèles de processus de décisions et de résolution de problèmes ayant
fait leurs preuves dans des entreprises dynamiques et innovantes, cet ouvrage propose un large éventail de méthodes et
de technologies privilégiant la créativité et la décision de groupe, la communication et la collaboration d'équipe, ainsi que
les instruments classiques d'aide au management de projet. Dans cet ouvrage de référence, tourné résolument vers la
créativité et l'innovation, des méthodes modernes et efficaces (TRIZ-ARIZ, TPA, Mind-Mapping, Lateral Thinking, MAUT,
AHP, Electre, Prométhée, Options réelles, etc.), insérées dans une démarche générale de résolution de problèmes
(Project Management Decision Process), sont détaillées et illustrées d'exemples simples et d'études de cas incluant de
grands projets d'infrastructure. Exhaustif et pédagogique, ce livre s'adresse autant aux managers de projets, ingénieurs,
cadres d'entreprises et consultants qu'aux professeurs, formateurs et étudiants.
This book constitutes the revised selected papers of the 17th Smoky Mountains Computational Sciences and
Engineering Conference, SMC 2020, held in Oak Ridge, TN, USA*, in August 2020. The 36 full papers and 1 short paper
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 94 submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections of computational applications: converged HPC and artificial intelligence; system software: data infrastructure
and life cycle; experimental/observational applications: use cases that drive requirements for AI and HPC convergence;
deploying computation: on the road to a converged ecosystem; scientific data challenges. *The conference was held
virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
A resource for information executives, the online version of CIO offers executive programs, research centers, general
discussion forums, online information technology links, and reports on information technology issues.
CCH's Corporate Controller's Handbook of Financial Management is a comprehensive source of practical solutions,
strategies, techniques, procedures, and formulas covering all key aspects of accounting and financial management. Its
examples, checklists, step-by-step instructions, and other practical working tools simplify complex financial management
issues and give CFOs, corporate financial managers, and controllers quick answers to day-to-day questions.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network
and IT executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for
designing, implementing and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything
from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
The book Lifehack calls "The Bible of business and personal productivity." "A completely revised and updated edition of the blockbuster
bestseller from 'the personal productivity guru'"—Fast Company Since it was first published almost fifteen years ago, David Allen’s Getting
Things Done has become one of the most influential business books of its era, and the ultimate book on personal organization. “GTD” is now
shorthand for an entire way of approaching professional and personal tasks, and has spawned an entire culture of websites, organizational
tools, seminars, and offshoots. Allen has rewritten the book from start to finish, tweaking his classic text with important perspectives on the
new workplace, and adding material that will make the book fresh and relevant for years to come. This new edition of Getting Things Done
will be welcomed not only by its hundreds of thousands of existing fans but also by a whole new generation eager to adopt its proven
principles.
This book presents advanced software development tools for construction, deployment and governance of Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) applications. Novel technical concepts and paradigms, formulated during the research stage and during development of such tools are
presented and illustrated by practical usage examples. Hence this book will be of interest not only to theoreticians but also to engineers who
cope with real-life problems. Additionally, each chapter contains an overview of related work, enabling comparison of the proposed concepts
with exiting solutions in various areas of the SOA development process. This makes the book interesting also for students and scientists who
investigate similar issues.
A friendly reference guide to Microsoft Project, the leading enterprise project management software As project management software,
Microsoft Project allows you to oversee your business activities effectively. You can manage resources, share project info, perform modeling
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and scenario analysis, and standardize reporting processes. This easy-to-understand guide is completely updated to cover the latest changes
and newest enhancements to Project 2010 and shows you how to get Project 2010 to work for you. After an introduction to basic project
management concepts, you’ll discover the mechanics of using Project software to create and manage projects. Other topics covered include
working with calendars, using and sharing resources, budgeting, formatting taskbars, gathering and tracking data, working with reports, and
creating templates. Microsoft Project allows you to manage resources, share project information, perform scenario analysis, and standardize
reporting processes Offers completely updated coverage of the new Project 2010, which is expected to implement the Office Ribbon Reviews
formatting taskbars, gathering and tracking data, and working with reports Addresses using and sharing resources, creating templates, and
managing projects Let the friendly For Dummies writing style guide you through maximizing the new features of Project 2010.
Value pricing is becoming more common among attorneys and CPAs across the country. Everyone's talking about it, but very little has been
written on how to implement this innovative, lucrative option. This resource is designed to provide CPAs, attorneys, and other professionals
with the information needed to evaluate the economics of alternative billing methods. This indispensable new tool will help professionals
implement the switch from hourly billing to value pricing and perfect this method of pricing within their firms. This one-of-a-kind volume also
comes with a powerful CD-ROM containing all the essential checklists and sample agreements readers will need! Includes 4 credit hours of
low-cost CPE (additional grading fee).
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Offers an efficient way to compare and contrast the capabilities of a wide variety of project management tools. More than two hundred
software tools are listed, with comprehensive information on system features, how they perform time analysis, resource analysis, cost
analysis, performance analysis, cost reporting, and how they handle multiple projects, project tracking, charting, and much more.
The Aerospace Project Management Handbook focuses on space systems, exploring intricacies rarely seen in land-based projects. These
range from additional compliance requirements from Earned Value Management requirements and regulations (ESA, NASA, FAA), to
criticality and risk factors for systems where repair is impossible. Aerospace project management has become a pathway for success in harsh
space environments, as the Handbook demonstrates. With chapters written by experts, this comprehensive book offers a step-by-step
approach emphasizing the applied techniques and tools, and is a prime resource for program managers, technical leads, systems engineers,
and principle payload leads.

More than a buzzword, agile is a powerful business tool for all. To the uninitiated, agile is a software development and
project management process involving white boards, colored Post-it Notes, and stand-up meetings. It may seem as
though agile doesn’t and won't ever apply to you. But agile is here to stay, and its benefits can be realized beyond IT and
project management into other areas of your business. If you're a leader, it's worth exploring how your group can benefit
from the higher productivity and morale agile brings. Agile: The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review brings
you today's most essential thinking on agile, from exploring the conditions under which agile is most effective and easiest
to implement to reducing new-product development risk to bringing the most valuable products and features to market
faster and more predictably. The lessons in this book will help you introduce agile into a broader range of activities and
accelerate profitable growth for your company. Business is changing. Will you adapt or be left behind? Get up to speed
and deepen your understanding of the topics that are shaping your company's future with the Insights You Need from
Harvard Business Review series. Featuring HBR's smartest thinking on fast-moving issues--blockchain, cybersecurity, AI,
and more--each book provides the foundational introduction and practical case studies your organization needs to
compete today and collects the best research, interviews, and analysis to get it ready for tomorrow. You can't afford to
ignore how these issues will transform the landscape of business and society. The Insights You Need series will help you
grasp these critical ideas--and prepare you and your company for the future.
"This book describes and illustrates practices, procedures, methods, and tools for IT project management that address
project success for modern times"--Provided by publisher.
The KM Cookbook serves up a menu of success stories and strategies for organizations wanting to know more about
Knowledge Management Standard ISO30401 – whether they intend to pursue certification, or simply seek to use it as a
framework to review their existing programme and strategy. The arrival of an internationally agreed standard and
vocabulary, imbues fresh professional credibility to the field of Knowledge Management. Moving it on from a street food
market of disparate approaches, it provides knowledge managers with a brand-new kitchen, and a moment during which
they can pause and consider the service that they provide to their organisations. The KM Cookbook uses the metaphor of
the restaurant, its cuisine, owner, chef, staff, ingredients, menu-planners, customers – and a restaurant critic, to serve up
ISO 30401 on a plate for the readers. The second half of the book illustrates aspects of the standard by exploring sixteen
different examples of KM in practice around the world, through the reflections of their own ‘KM chefs’. Case studies
include: General Electric, World Bank, USAID, Schlumberger, PROCERGS, Médecins Sans Frontières, Transport for
London, International Olympic Committee, TechnipFMC, Linklaters, Syngenta, Defence Science & Technology
Laboratory, Financial Conduct Authority, Petroleum Development Oman, Saudi Aramco and MAPNA. This book will be
invaluable for CKOs, CIOs, CEOs and knowledge and information managers seeking to gain professional recognition for
their function and to review their approach within a new framework.
The Architectural Specifications Writer Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in
the subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on
your upcoming exam, including but not limited to: methods and materials of building construction and rehabilitation,
including hardware; architectural specifications; interpretation of drawings and specifications; organization of
specifications and contractual-legal requirements; preparation of written material; and more.
Provides a framework to help managers to define project objectives and delegate tasks to team members, providing in
the second edition a standard application of the Work Breakdown Structure as a project management tool.
Many organizations profit hugely by utilizing a Project Management Office (PMO); it means they achieve benefits from
standardizing and following project management policies, processes, and methods. However, building an effective PMO
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is a complex process; it requires clear vision and strong leadership so that, over time, it will become the source for
guidance, documentation, and metrics related to the practices involved in managing and implementing projects. Leading
Successful PMOs will guide all project based organizations, and project managers who contribute to and benefit from a
PMO, towards maximizing their project success. In it, Peter Taylor outlines the basics of setting up a PMO and clearly
explains how to ensure it will do exactly what you need it to do - the right things, in the right way, in the right order, with
the right team.
A comprehensive guide to strategic planning for design professionals dedicated to the built environment architects,
engineers, environmental consultants, landscape architects, interior designers, and planners. Using real-life examples in
a clear, accessible format, Strategic Planning for Design Firms will help leaders and owners understand the concepts of
strategic planning and how to use them to complete a strategic planning process in their own firms. The guide is
organized into three distinct sections: 1. The Strategic Planning Process: Why does my firm need a strategic plan? 2.
How can I ensure its success? The Six Elements of a Strategic Plan: How to prepare a sound strategic 3. The Major
Issues of Strategic Planning: What issues are likely to arise in the strategic planning process?
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research
form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
For fans of Roshani Chokshi and Rick Riordan! "A fabulous, action-packed modern take on Indian mythology. I can't wait to read more!" -Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series After three weeks of vacation, Ash Mistry is ready to leave the heat and dust of India behind
him. Then he discovers a hidden gold arrowhead---a weapon used to defeat evil King Ravana in legend. At least, Ash is pretty sure it's only a
legend . . . But when Lord Savage comes after Ash, the legends are suddenly way too real. Savage commands an army of monstrous
shapechangers called rakshasas, who want only to seize the arrowhead and restore Ravana to power. As they hunt Ash through magnificent
fortresses and brutal deserts, he must learn to work with a powerful rakshasa girl named Parvati, and find the strength within himself to fight
on and save the world as we know it.
“I expected good, but this is great.” -Janet Pirus Phelps, Principle, Strategic CFO, Former CFO Papa Murphy's Pizza Gaps . . . holes in your
organization where tasks fall and failure breeds. They inhibit your ability to implement strategic plans, lead people, and run successful
projects. Daily, executives, middle managers, and project managers wrestle with “the big six”: Absence of common understanding
Disengaged executive sponsors Misalignment with goals Poor change management Ineffective governance Lackluster leadership Ignoring
any of these gaps will hex any strategy or project. They regularly destroy hundreds of companies’ ability to turn their corporate vision into
business value—taking careers with them. Filling Execution Gaps addresses the sources of these gaps, and how to fill them. Without any one
of these important functions, projects fail. Without change management, adoption suffers. Without common understanding, there is confusion.
Without goals, business units, and capabilities aligned, execution falters. Without executive sponsorship, decisions languish. Too little
governance allows bad things to happen, while too much governance creates overburdening bureaucracy. Without leadership at all levels of
the organization, people are directionless. Using decades of experience, years of research, and interviews with hundreds of business leaders,
Todd Williams illustrates how to fill these gaps, meet corporate goals, and increase value. An excellent review of this book appears here:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/improving-project-execution-filling-gaps-murray-pmp-ms Click below to read an interview with the author:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/filling-organization-gaps-successful-project-part-1-naomi/ https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/filling-organizationgaps-successful-project-part-2-naomi/?published=t Facebook users can access an interview on “Project Management Cafe” here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/projectmanagementcafe/permalink/1975750702698459/ Related blogs can be accessed here:
https://www.projectmanager.com/blog/project-execution https://www.strategyex.co.uk/blog/pmoperspectives/strategy-from-the-bottom-up/
Check out his August 27, 2018 interview here: https://www.yegor256.com/shift-m/2018/34.html
If youve got what it takes to be a civil servant for the federal government, it can be frustrating to apply to positions and never get an interview.
Youre not alone: thousands of people apply to federal jobs without success, and many of them are experienced professionals just like you.
The ones who get the jobs arent necessarily more qualifiedtheyve just mastered the process. Corliss Jackson, formerly with the US Office of
Personnel Management and the author of the Washington Posts weekly federal jobs column, Corlisss Corner, reveals the secrets you need
to learn to: master the federal application process; qualify for federal jobs; create your federal resume; stand out in a sea of qualified
candidates; understand whats needed for security clearances. The cobwebs clouding the federal hiring process can be difficult to clear, which
is why you need someone with more than twenty years of experience in federal human resources to help show you the way. Break through
the red, white, and blue tape that stands in between you and your federal dream job, and start Cracking the Federal Job Code.
Ruskin Bond's first novel for children in a whole new look! Laurie, an English boy in a small hill town in India, strikes up an unlikely friendship
with Anil, the son of a local cloth merchant, and Kamal, an orphan who sells buttons and shoelaces but dreams of going to college. One day
the three discover a secret pool on the mountainside, and it is there that they plan their greatest escapade yet—a trek to the Pindari Glacier,
where no one from their town has gone before. This newly illustrated edition of Bond’s magical tale of camaraderie and adventure is sure to
win over yet another generation of readers.
Suitable for those who want to increase their Microsoft Office Project productivity using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), this book includes
29 useful sample code downloads. It also includes notes, warnings, tips and tricks. It is intended for instructor-led training and self-paced
learning.
The Earned Value Management Maturity Model® gives you the fundamental tools needed to build an effective Earned Value Management
System (EVMS). This must-have resource makes earned value management easy by defining a maturity model and describing metrics to
measure the health and efficiency of your EVMS. Discover valuable ways to improve your EVMS and achieve project success. Through point
by point discussions, you will: • Gain fundamental knowledge of Earned Value Management (EVM) • Learn how EVM can be applied to a
team, project, program, or organization • Understand how to define what your organization wants from its EVMS • Discover a five stage
maturity model for EVMS implementation • Bring your EVMS in line with ANSI 748 guidelines • Review many real or imagined impediments
to implementing EVM and how to overcome the real ones PLUS — You'll gain practical EVM experience through a comprehensive case study
that follows a fictional company and newly hired project manager. By applying the EVM knowledge and skills covered in the book, the project
manager illustrates the ease of implementing an effective EVMS!

Earned value management (EVM) is a management methodology for integrating scope, schedule, and resources; objectively
measuring project performance and progress; and forecasting project outcome. It is considered by many to be one of the most
effective performance measurement and feedback tools for managing projects. The Standard for Earned Value Management
builds on the concepts for EVM described in the Practice Standard for Earned Value Management and includes enhanced project
delivery information, by integrating concepts and practices from the PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition and The Agile Practice Guide.
A central theme in this standard is the recognition that the definition for value in EVM has expanded. While the term retains its
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traditional definition in terms of project cost, it embraces current practice by including the concept of earned schedule. This
standard also integrates hybrid methodologies that blend together historical EVM concepts with the needs of the agile practitioner,
all with an eye towards aiding the project team in enhancing overall project delivery. This standard is a useful tool for experienced
project management practitioners who are seeking to expand and update their knowledge of the field as well as less experienced
practitioners who want to learn other approaches for managing project performance. It provides insight and detailed explanations
of the basic elements and processes of EVM, and demonstrates how to scale EVM to fit varying project sizes and situations. This
standard includes graphical examples and detailed explanations that will enable the reader to establish and implement EVM on
projects in almost any environment and of almost every size. When used together with good project management principles, EVM
methodology will provide a greater return on any project and results that will directly benefit your organization.
Earned Schedule Plus (ES+) is intended for project managers, engineers and performance analysts; that is, those who use Earned
Value Management (EVM) with Earned Schedule (ES) for the purpose of project control. ES is an extension to EVM providing the
capability of time-based management and control of schedule performance. After several years, tagged as an emerging practice,
ES is now normalized to EVM with its inclusion in the Project Management Institute Practice Standard for Earned Value
Management, and notably, in the International Standards Organization publication, ISO 21508:2018, Earned Value Management
in Project and Programme Management. ES+ introduces analysis methods developed since publication of the Earned Schedule
book in 2009. Along with the new methods, there are chapters on the need for measures of project performance, the origin and
history of Earned Schedule, and the studies establishing the reliability of ES duration forecasting. The new and enhanced methods
presented in ES+ include advances in · Project duration forecasting · Assessing project recovery · Measuring the impact of rework
on project cost and duration. The developmental research is included along with application examples to promote understanding
and encourage use. Applying the advanced ES practices described in this book will significantly benefit project managers in their
efforts to achieve successful projects.
Presents basic practice standards for the project management process, covering such topics as organizing a project, developing a
schedule, establishing a budget, setting up a performance measure baseline, and analyzing project performance.
Software development has been a troubling since it first started. There are seven chronic problems that have plagued it from the
beginning: Incomplete and ambiguous user requirements that grow by >2% per month. Major cost and schedule overruns for large
applications > 35% higher than planned. Low defect removal efficiency (DRE) Cancelled projects that are not completed: > 30%
above 10,000 function points. Poor quality and low reliability after the software is delivered: > 5 bugs per FP. Breach of contract
litigation against software outsource vendors. Expensive maintenance and enhancement costs after delivery. These are endemic
problems for software executives, software engineers and software customers but they are not insurmountable. In Software
Development Patterns and Antipatterns, software engineering and metrics pioneer Capers Jones presents technical solutions for
all seven. The solutions involve moving from harmful patterns of software development to effective patterns of software
development. The first section of the book examines common software development problems that have been observed in many
companies and government agencies. The data on the problems comes from consulting studies, breach of contract lawsuits, and
the literature on major software failures. This section considers the factors involved with cost overruns, schedule delays, canceled
projects, poor quality, and expensive maintenance after deployment. The second section shows patterns that lead to software
success. The data comes from actual companies. The section’s first chapter on Corporate Software Risk Reduction in a Fortune
500 company was based on a major telecom company whose CEO was troubled by repeated software failures. The other
chapters in this section deal with methods of achieving excellence, as well as measures that can prove excellence to C-level
executives, and with continuing excellence through the maintenance cycle as well as for software development.
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